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ALTERNATIVE SUMMATION ORDERS FOR THE EISENSTEIN
SERIES G2 AND WEIERSTRASS ℘-FUNCTION
DAN ROMIK AND ROBERT SCHERER
Abstract. We consider alternative orders of summation for the conditionally
convergent series defining the weight-2 Eisenstein series G2 and the Weierstrass
℘-function. The resulting sums differ from the standard ones by a residual term
that can be thought of as a function of the shapes with respect to which we
sum. We compute this residual function explicitly and give some examples.
The results generalize the well-known quasimodularity relationship between
G2 and its series summed in the reverse order.
1. Introduction
Students of analysis learn that series that are conditionally convergent can be
rearranged in a way that changes their value. In the case of series of real numbers,
this is the well-known Riemann series theorem, that states that a rearrangement can
change the value of a conditionally convergent series to an arbitrary real number [9,
Ch. 3]; this is generalized for conditionally convergent series of complex numbers, or
more generally vectors of arbitrary dimension, by a (less well-known) result known
as the Le´vy-Steinitz theorem [7].
The examples typically given in an undergraduate calculus or analysis course
to illustrate this rearrangement phenomenon have a somewhat uninspiring and
contrived feel to them, which may lead some students encountering these ideas
for the first time to wonder if this phenomenon is something they really need to
worry about: does it belong to the realm of “pathological” examples, or does it
come up in actual examples that appear “in nature”? In fact, in complex analysis
one encounters a particularly natural and explicit example of the rearrangement
of a conditionally convergent series, involving the weight-2 Eisenstein series G2
(also referred to in [10] as the forbidden Eisenstein series). Recall that G2 is
the holomorphic function on the upper half-plane H = {τ ∈ C : Im(τ) > 0} defined
by
(1.1) G2(τ) =
∑
m
[∑
n
1
(n+mτ)2
]
,
summed in the indicated order over all m,n ∈ Z, except for (m,n) = (0, 0) where
the summand is undefined (see [1, Ch. 1]). The series (1.1) does not converge
absolutely; moreover, Gotthold Eisenstein proved in 1847 [5, pp. 416–418] (see also
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[8, p. 127]) that switching the order of summation in the double sum yields
(1.2)
∑
n
[∑
m
1
(n+mτ)2
]
=
∑
m
[∑
n
1
(n+mτ)2
]
− 2pii
τ
(with both series excluding (m,n) = (0, 0) as above). That is, the change in
the order of summation results in a predictable change in the value of the series,
given by the “residual term” −2pii/τ . (Interestingly, Eisenstein’s result predates by
several years Riemann’s more general rearrangement theorem, which he discovered
around 1852–1853 after hearing from Dirichlet about another specific instance of
the phenomenon; see [6, p. 124].)
The identity (1.2) arises naturally when one considers the behavior of the Eisen-
stein series under the modular transformation τ 7→ −1/τ . Specifically, a key prop-
erty of G2 is that it satisfies the so-called quasimodularity identity (derived in the
exercises of [1, Ch. 3])
(1.3) τ−2G2(−1/τ) = G2(τ)− 2pii
τ
.
In fact, evaluating G2, as defined above, at −1/τ and manipulating the double sum
shows that
τ−2G2(−1/τ) =
∑
n
[∑
m
1
(n+mτ)2
]
,
so (1.3) is equivalent to (1.2). Another identity, similar to (1.2), occurs when
considering another well-known function from complex analysis, the Weierstrass
℘-function. Specifically (see Proposition 7 below)
∑
n
[∑
m
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
=
∑
m
[∑
n
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
− 2pii
τ
,
for τ ∈ H, z 6∈ Zτ +Z, where in this case there is no need to exclude (m,n) = (0, 0)
from the summations.
Our goal in this paper is to show that the notion of a residual term can be
generalized to a much larger class of orders of summation for the series defining G2
and the Weierstrass ℘-function. Namely, we will assign to certain compact shapes
in R2 the residual term that arises from partially summing the relevant infinite
series over the integer lattice points (m,n) inside a scaled-up copy of the shape and
taking the limit of these sums as the scaling factor goes to infinity. One of our main
results (Theorem 5 below) is an explicit formula for this residual term.
To this end, denote by K the class of compact sets K ⊂ R2 that are convex,
have nonempty interior and are symmetric about the x and y axes. (For simplicity
we restrict the discussion to this class of shapes, although it is possible to consider
things at a greater level of generality; see the final comment in Section 5.)
We now come to the key definitions.
Definition 1. For each K ∈ K we define hK to be the real-valued function whose
graph is the upper boundary of the shape K. The function hK is necessarily
compactly supported on an interval of the form [−A,A], is an even function, and
its reflection −hK is the lower boundary of K.
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Definition 2. For a shape K ∈ K and an array (am,n)m,n∈Z of complex numbers,
we define
(1.4)
∑
K
am,n := lim
λ→∞
∑
(m,n)∈(λK)∩Z2
am,n,
provided the limit exists. We refer to this sum as the K-summation, or shape
summation with respect to the shape K, of the array (am,n).
In the next definition we apply the concept of shape summation in a way that
generalizes the definition of the Eisenstein series G2. (The case of the Weierstrass
℘-function will be discussed in Section 3.)
Definition 3. If K ∈ K, we denote by G2(K, τ) the K-summation of the
weight-2 Eisenstein series, defined as
(1.5) G2(K, τ) :=
∑
K
1
(mτ + n)2
,
provided the limit defining the summation exists, and with the convention that
a0,0 = 0 in (1.4), to make allowance for the fact that the summand
1
(mτ+n)2 is not
defined for m = n = 0.
Definition 4. IfK ∈ K andG2(K, τ) is defined, we denote byE(K, τ) the residual
function associated to K, which is defined as
E(K, τ) := G2(K, τ)−G2(τ).
With these definitions in place we have the following result, which gives an
explicit formula for the residual function.
Theorem 5. For all τ ∈ H and all K ∈ K, the limit defining G2(K, τ) exists. The
residual function E(K, τ) is given by
(1.6) E(K, τ) = 4
∫ A
0
hK(x)
τ2x2 − h2K(x)
dx
(where as before, A denotes a number for which hK is supported on [−A,A]).
A motivating example: rectangles. To motivate the result, consider first the
simplest example, namely when K is the rectangle [−c, c]× [−1, 1] with aspect ratio
c, for some c > 0. In this case, hK is the indicator function hK(x) = χ[−c,c](x).
Evaluating the integral in (1.6) gives that
E(K, τ) = G2(K, τ) −G(K, τ) = − 4
τ
tanh−1(cτ).
This already seems interesting, since in particular note that we can interpret the
limiting case c → 0 of the shape summation (1.5) to represent a summation with
respect to an “infinitely tall and narrow” rectangle, that is, first summing over n
and then over m as in the original definition (1.1) of G2(τ). The residual function
in that case should be 0, and indeed we have that limc→0− 4τ tanh−1 (cτ) = 0. At
the other extreme, we can interpret the case c → ∞ to represent summing with
respect to an “infinitely long and thin” rectangle, that is, first summing over m
and then n. In this case we have that limc→∞− 4τ tanh−1 (cτ) = − 2piiτ , and indeed
this is consistent with the relation (1.2), which can now be understood as giving
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the residual function of such long and thin rectangles. Thus we see that summing
with respect to rectangles provides a conceptual generalization of (1.2).
2. Proof of Theorem 5
A key ingredient in the proof is the following Lemma 6, which shows that the
right-hand side of (1.6) is the K-summation of a different series than (1.5), which
has the advantage of being a telescoping series in the summation index n. In
proving Theorem 5, we will use this series to write G2(τ) as a series that converges
absolutely, which will allow us to compare it with G2(K, τ) and show that the series
in Lemma 6 coincides with the residual function E(K, τ).
Lemma 6. Let K ∈ K be a shape with corresponding function hK , supported on
[−A,A]. Then∑
K
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)
= 4
∫ A
0
hK(x)
τ2x2 − h2K(x)
dx,
where we exclude summands corresponding to m = 0, that is, we set a0,n = 0 for
all n in (1.4).
Proof. For brevity of notation, we set h = hK for the rest of the proof. To evaluate
the sum in the lemma we observe that we can rewrite it as∑
K
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)
(2.1)
= lim
λ→∞
∑
−λc≤m≤λc
m 6=0
∑
−λh(m/λ)≤n≤λh(m/λ)
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)
.
After telescoping the inner summation, this becomes
lim
λ→∞
∑
−λc≤m≤λc
m 6=0
( 1
mτ − ⌊λh(mλ )⌋
− 1
mτ + ⌊λh(mλ )⌋
+
1
mτ + ⌊λh(mλ )⌋
− 1
mτ + ⌊λh(mλ )⌋+ 1
)
= lim
λ→∞
∑
−λc≤m≤λc
m 6=0
[(
2⌊λh(mλ )⌋
m2τ2 − ⌊λh(mλ )⌋2
)
+
1
(mτ + ⌊λh(mλ )⌋)(mτ + ⌊λh(mλ )⌋+ 1)
]
= 2 lim
λ→∞
∑
1≤m≤λc
(
2⌊λh(mλ )⌋
m2τ2 − ⌊λh(mλ )⌋2
)
= 4 lim
λ→∞
1
λ
∑
1≤m≤λc
(
λ−1⌊λh(mλ )⌋
λ−2m2τ2 − λ−2⌊λh(mλ )⌋2
)
.
Since, λ−1⌊λh(mλ )⌋ ∼ h(mλ ) and λ−2⌊λh(mλ )⌋2 ∼ h(mλ )2 as λ → ∞, the above
limit is the same as the limit of a Riemann sum,
4 lim
λ→∞
1
λ
∑
1≤m≤λa
(
h(mλ )
λ−2m2τ2 − h2(mλ )
)
,
which is the integral in the lemma. 
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We now observe that∑
m 6=0
[∑
n∈Z
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)]
= 0.
To see this, note that for any m 6= 0, the inner sum converges absolutely (since the
summands are O(1/n2) as n→∞), and is equal to
lim
N→∞
N−1∑
n=−N
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)
= lim
N→∞
(
1
mτ −N −
1
mτ +N
)
= 0.
Thus, we can write G2(τ) in a different form, namely
G2(τ) −
∑
n6=0
1
n2
=
∑
m 6=0
[∑
n∈Z
1
(n+mτ)2
]
=
∑
m 6=0
[∑
n∈Z
1
(n+mτ)2
]
+
∑
m 6=0
[∑
n∈Z
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)]
=
∑
m 6=0
[∑
n∈Z
1
(mτ + n)2(mτ + n+ 1)
]
.
The latter series has the advantage of converging absolutely by comparison with∑
m
∑
n
1
(mτ+n)3 (see Lemma 1.1 in [2]).
Next we observe, still setting h = hK , that Definition 3 can be expressed as
(2.2) G(K, τ) =
∑
n6=0
1
n2
+ lim
λ→∞
∑
−λc≤m≤λc
m 6=0
∑
−λh(m/λ)≤n≤λh(m/λ)
1
(mτ + n)2
.
By combining (2.1) and (2.2) , we obtain
G2(K, τ)−
∑
n6=0
1
n2
−
∑
K
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)
= lim
λ→∞
∑
−λc≤m≤λc
m 6=0
∑
−λh(m/λ)≤n≤λh(m/λ)
(
1
(mτ + n)2
− 1
mτ + n
+
1
mτ + n+ 1
)
= lim
λ→∞

 ∑
−λc≤m≤λc
m 6=0
∑
−λh(m/λ)≤n≤λh(m/λ)
1
(mτ + n)2(mτ + n+ 1)


=
∑
m 6=0
[∑
n∈Z
1
(mτ + n)2(mτ + n+ 1)
]
,
where in the last equality we have appealed to absolute convergence to justify
rearranging the series. From the above we see that
E(K, τ) = G2(K, τ)−G2(τ) =
∑
K
(
1
mτ + n
− 1
mτ + n+ 1
)
.
When we replace the latter sum with the integral expression from the lemma, the
proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 
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3. K-summation of the Weierstrass ℘-function
Recall that the Weierstrass ℘-function is a function of two complex variables τ, z
(with the dependence on τ usually suppressed in the notation) defined as
(3.1) ℘(z) :=
1
z2
+
∑
(m,n)∈Z2\{(0,0)}
[
1
(z + n+mτ)2
− 1
(n+mτ)2
]
,
for τ ∈ H and z 6∈ Zτ + Z. The sum is absolutely convergent, but is only made so
via the introduction of the “normalization term” 1(n+mτ)2 . Indeed, the ℘-function
is a fundamental object in the theory of doubly-periodic (or elliptic) functions, and
the basic idea underlying its definition (3.1) is to try to construct a doubly-periodic
function with the two periods 1, τ by summing copies of a single term (for which
the best choice turns out to be the meromorphic function z−2, which has a pole
of order 2 at the origin) translated over the lattice Zτ + Z. This results in the se-
ries
∑
m,n
1
(z+n+mτ)2 , which however is only conditionally convergent. Subtracting
1
(n+mτ)2 from each summand with (m,n) 6= (0, 0) turns the series into an abso-
lutely convergent one, and, conveniently, still ends up producing a doubly-periodic
function [1, Ch. 1].
Thus, we see that thinking about the definition of ℘(z) and its motivation leads
one to consider different orders of summation for the conditionally convergent in-
finite series
∑
m,n
1
(z+n+mτ)2 , in a way that is precisely analogous to the situation
with G2, and that — it turns out — will lead to exactly the same notion of “residual
function” we already defined.
As with G2, the two most obvious orders for summing the series are as iterated
summations with respect to the summation indices m,n, in the two possible orders.
The comparison between these two orders of summation is given in the following
result (which is a more explicit version of a result stated implicitly as part of an
exercise on p. 281 of the popular textbook [10]), analogous to (1.2).
Proposition 7. For z 6∈ Zτ + Z, the following identity holds, where summations
are in the indicated order, over all pairs (m,n) ∈ Z2.
∑
m
[∑
n
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
=
∑
n
[∑
m
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
+
2pii
τ
.
Proof. We rewrite the sum defining ℘(z) in the following way, excluding from the
summations the terms corresponding to m = n = 0.
℘(z) =
1
z2
+
∑
m
[∑
n
(
1
(z + n+mτ)2
− 1
(mτ + n)2
)]
=
1
z2
+
∑
m
[∑
n
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
−
∑
m
[∑
n
1
(mτ + n)2
]
=
1
z2
+
∑
m
[∑
n
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
−G2(τ).
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Meanwhile, we can sum the function ℘(z) in the reverse order, by absolute conver-
gence, obtaining
℘(z) =
1
z2
+
∑
n
[∑
m
(
1
(z + n+mτ)2
− 1
(mτ + n)2
)]
=
1
z2
+
∑
n
[∑
m
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
−
∑
n
[∑
m
1
(mτ + n)2
]
=
1
z2
+
∑
n
[∑
m
1
(z + n+mτ)2
]
−G2(τ) + 2pii
τ
,
by (1.2). The corollary follows by comparing these two expressions for G2(τ). 
The same exercise in [10] mentioned above also considers a summation order
for the series
∑
m,n
1
(z+n+mτ)2 similar to our notion of summation with respect to
a shape K, in the special case where K is a disk. We consider the more general
shape summation for the series associated with the ℘-function through the following
definition.
Definition 8. For K ∈ K and τ ∈ H, we denote by ℘(K, z) the K-summation
℘(K, z) :=
∑
K
1
(z + n+mτ)2
(z 6∈ Zτ + Z),
provided the limit defining the summation exists. We refer to ℘(K, z) as the K-
summation of the Weierstrass ℘-function.
The next result shows that ℘(K, z) is closely related to the residual function
E(K, τ) that we studied in the previous sections.
Proposition 9. For K ∈ K, τ ∈ H and z 6∈ Zτ+Z, ℘(K, τ) is defined and satisfies
℘(K, z) = ℘(z) +G2(τ) + E(K, τ).
Proof. By absolute convergence of the sum defining ℘(z), we can sum over the
integer lattice points in any order without changing the function’s value. Therefore,
℘(z) =
∑
K
[
1
(z + n+mτ)2
− 1
(n+mτ)2
]
,
where a0,0 =
1
z2 in (1.4). Thus,
℘(z) =
∑
K
1
(z + n+mτ)2
−
∑
K
1
(n+mτ)2
= ℘(K, z)−G2(K, τ)
= ℘(K, z)− (G2(τ) + E(K, τ)).

4. Examples
The integral in the explicit formula (1.6) can sometimes be evaluated in closed
form. Here are a few examples.
(1) Rectangle. As we saw in Section 1, the residual function for the rectangle
[−c, c]× [−1, 1] with aspect ratio c > 0 is E(K, τ) = − 4τ tanh−1(cτ).
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(2) Disk. When K is the disk of radius 1 centered at the origin, we have
hK(x) =
√
12 − x2, x ∈ [−1, 1]. According to Theorem 5, we have
E(K, τ) = 4
∫ 1
0
√
1− x2
τ2x2 − (12 − x2) dx =
−2pii
τ + i
.
(3) Diamond. For the last example we let K be the diamond {x + iy :
|x|+ |y| ≤ 1}. Then hK(x) = 1− |x|, x ∈ [−1, 1]. We have
E(K, τ) = 4
∫ 1
0
1− x
τ2x2 − (1− x)2 dx =
8pii− 4 log(τ)
τ2 − 1 ,
where log denotes the principal branch of the logarithm.
5. Concluding Remarks
(1) In this paper we constructed a large family of examples of natural rear-
rangements of conditionally convergent series. Our explicit formula (1.6)
for the residual function E(K, τ) provides a general way to evaluate the
discrepancy between any rearrangement in the family we considered and
the “default” ordering of the series, thus generalizing the well-known re-
lation (1.2) and its equivalent version (1.3). It is worth noting that the
quasimodularity relation (1.3), while being an example of “bad behavior”
from the point of view of infinite series, is actually a “good” (i.e., useful,
and important) property of G2, forming the basis for the study of many of
its properties as well as the properties of additional functions in complex
analysis and the theory of modular forms that are constructed using G2
as a building block. Some well-known applications of G2 are to the study
of the modular discriminant ∆ [12, pp. 20–21]; to proving the four square
theorem that gives an explicit formula for the number of representations
of an integer as a sum of four squares [10, Ch. 10]; and to constructing
the “magic function” that played a crucial role in Viazovska’s remarkable
recent solution of the sphere packing problem in dimension 8 [11] (see also
[4]).
In view of the importance of (1.3), it is interesting to wonder whether
(1.6) might similarly provide fresh insight into some questions about mod-
ular forms that are of independent interest.
(2) Also related to (1.3) is the observation is that for any K ∈ K, if K is
symmetric about the line y = x, then the residual function E(K, τ) satisfies
a similar functional equation, namely
(5.1) E(K, τ) = τ−2E(K,−1/τ)− 2pii
τ
,
which differs from the equation for G2(τ) only in the sign of the
2pii
τ term.
This can be derived as follows. Given a shape K, we let KT be the shape
obtained by reflecting K about the line x = y.
Replacing τ with −1/τ in the K-summation of G2(K, τ), one obtains
G(K,−1/τ) = τ2G(KT , τ)
= τ2(G2(τ) + E(K
T , τ)).
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Meanwhile, the functional equation for G2(τ) implies that
G(K,−1/τ) = G2(−1/τ) + E(K,−1/τ)
= τ2G2(τ) − 2piiτ + E(K,−1/τ).
Equating these two expressions for G(K,−1/τ) and subtracting the term
τ2G2(τ) from both sides gives
E(KT , τ) = τ−2E(K,−1/τ)− 2pii
τ
.
If K is symmetric about y = x, then KT = K, so (5.1) holds.
(3) We saw how a shape K ∈ K gives rise to residual functions, which are com-
puted as a kind of integral transform of the associated bounding function
hK . It seems natural to try to reverse this correspondence and ask which
holomorphic functions f : H → C occur as residual functions for shapes
in K. We leave this as an open problem.
(4) Finally, we note that one can consider summation with respect to shapes
in greater levels of generality. In particular, one could expand the class of
shapes K by relaxing the symmetry conditions, the condition of compact-
ness, or both. We leave to the interested reader to work out the details of
such generalizations.
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